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nizing circuitry for correlating resolution of the guard indi 
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COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH DEBUG FACILITY 

[0001] The invention relates to a computer system With 
local on-chip debug facility. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] With highly embedded high performance digital 
processors it is advantageous to provide debug facilities 
on-chip. Digital signal processors may operate With pipe 
lined execution of each instruction in a sequence of instruc 
tions. Furthermore the instructions may be guarded or predi 
cated instructions Which include a prediction or guard value 
so that the execution of the instruction depends on resolution 
of the guard value. It is understood that “prediction” and 
“guard” have the same meaning as the term “guard” Will be 
used hereafter. In the case of long execution pipelines using 
guarded instructions, the guard value may Well not be 
resolved until the instruction is Well into the pipeline and has 
been folloWed by one or more successive instructions enter 
ing the pipeline. For debugging or emulation systems prob 
lems can arise in determining Which instruction or program 
count gave rise to a particular Watched condition in the case 
Where guarded instructions are executed in long pipelines 
With resolution of the guard value occurring after the 
instruction enters the execution pipeline. 

[0003] It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved computer system and method of operating a 
computer system in Which a debugging or Watch procedure 
is enabled by synchronisation of tWo or more events even 
When guarded instructions are executed in an execution 
pipeline. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] The invention provides a computer system for 
executing instructions having assigned guard indicators, 
Which system comprises instruction supply circuitry, at least 
one pipelined execution unit for receiving instructions from 
the supply circuitry together With at least one guard indicator 
selected from a set of guard indicators, said execution unit 
including a master guard value store containing master 
values for the guard indicators in said set of guard indicators, 
and circuitry for resolving the guard value of the or each 
guard indicator in the execution pipeline and providing a 
signal to indicate Whether the pipeline is committed to the 
execution of the instruction, said system including an emu 
lator having Watch circuitry for effecting a Watch on selected 
instructions supplied to the execution pipeline and synchro 
nising circuitry for correlating resolution of the guard indi 
cator of each selected instruction With a program count for 
that instruction. 

[0005] Preferably said Watch circuitry is arranged for 
Watching instruction fetch addresses supplied to a program 
memory and providing an indication that the instruction is 
selected prior to decoding the instruction. 

[0006] Preferably the emulator includes data Watch cir 
cuitry for providing an output signal to said synchronising 
circuitry to indicate detection of a selected data value or 
address output by the execution pipeline. 

[0007] Preferably the emulator includes load/store detec 
tion circuitry to indicate execution of a load or store opera 
tion by said execution pipeline. 
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[0008] Preferably said synchronising circuitry comprises a 
plurality of multivalue buffers each arranged to hold suc 
cessive values in an ordered sequence. 

[0009] Preferably said clocked buffers comprise a plural 
ity of FIFO’s. 

[0010] Preferably said FIFO’s include at least one for the 
program counter selected instructions and one for commit 
indicators after resolution of the guard values for the 
selected instructions. 

[0011] Preferably a plurality of execution units are pro 
vided in parallel and a plurality of instructions are dis 
patched simultaneously to respective execution pipelines. 
Preferably all guard indicators of instructions selected for 
Watching by the emulator and dispatched simultaneously to 
a plurality of pipelines are supplied to one or more pipelines 
having access to said master guard value store. 

[0012] The invention also provides a method of executing 
instructions in a computer system, said instructions having 
assigned guard indicators, and effecting a debugging Watch 
on execution of said instructions, Which method comprises 
supplying a plurality of instructions to at least one pipeline 
execution unit, resolving the guard value of each instruction 
in the execution unit to provide a commit signal if the 
instruction is executed, and effecting a debugging Watch by 
selecting instructions in an instruction fetch operation and 
providing a program count signal for said selected instruc 
tions, storing the program count in a sequential buffer, and 
storing in a further sequenced buffer commit signals derived 
from resolution of the guard value in the execution pipeline 
thereby synchronising the program count With resolution of 
the guard value for the selected instruction. 

[0013] Preferably a plurality of other parameters are 
Watched by the debugging routine and detection of the 
parameters is stored in further buffers Which hold entries in 
an ordered sequence for synchronisation With the commit 
signals and program counts. 

[0014] Preferably the occurrence of events Which are 
Watched by the debugging hardWare are held in respective 
?rst in ?rst out buffers. 

[0015] Preferably the debugging routine provides a trace 
or pro?le of events related to the program count of a Watched 
instruction for Which a commit signal Was provided by the 
execution pipeline. 

[0016] Preferably a plurality of instructions are supplied 
simultaneously to a plurality of parallel execution pipelines 
the resolution of guard values for each of the instructions 
being effected during passage through the execution pipe 
line. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] FIG. 1 is a schematic overvieW of a debugging 
system applied to a single chip digital signal processor in 
accordance With the present invention, 

[0018] FIG. 2 illustrates in more detail components of the 
single chip digital signal processor and on-chip emulation 
system, 

[0019] FIG. 3 illustrates in more detail part of the appa 
ratus of FIG. 2, 
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[0020] FIG. 4 illustrates the Way in Which microinstruc 
tions are generated and supplied to part of the apparatus of 
FIG. 2, 

[0021] FIG. 5 shoWs schematically the supply of signals 
from the apparatus of FIG. 2 to the on-chip emulator, 

[0022] FIG. 6 illustrates the operation of a plurality of 
FIFO’s in the apparatus of FIG. 5, and 

[0023] FIG. 7 illustrates a timing diagram for the opera 
tion of the apparatus of FIGS. 5 and 6. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0024] FIG. 1 shoWs a single integrated circuit chip 11 on 
Which is formed a digital signal processor 12. On the same 
chip is formed a debugging system in the form of an on-chip 
emulation device (OCE) 13. The emulator 13 is connected 
through an on-chip link 14 to provide an external connection 
Which may comprise a JTAG port 15. The emulation device 
13 may observe various conditions in the digital signal 
processor 12 by means of a connection 16 and it may control 
the operation of various units Within the digital signal 
processor 12 by a control connection 17. Adebugger host 20 
of conventional operation is connected through a link 21 to 
the port 15 so as to be able to control and observe the on-chip 
emulator 13. The on-chip emulator 13 can operate autono 
mously implementing certain control routines through con 
nection 17 in response to observed conditions on line 16. 
The emulator 13 includes an on-chip emulation program 
memory Which holds debugging code ready for execution by 
the processor 12 When the emulator 13 has control of the 
processor 12. The connection through the port 15 also alloWs 
the processor 12 to be controlled directly by the off-chip 
debugger host 20 via the links 14 and 21. 

[0025] More detail of the processor 12 is shoWn in FIG. 
2. The main units of the processor 12 comprise a program 
memory 30, a program memory controller 31, a control unit 
32, a data execution unit 33, an address execution unit 34 
together With a general execution unit 35, a data memory 
interface 36, a data memory controller 37 and a data memory 
38. The data execution unit 33 has tWo parallel execution 
pipelines 40 and 41 representing slot 0 and slot 1 for the data 
unit 33. The unit also includes an instruction dispatch queue 
42 for the tWo execution pipelines as Well as a common data 
register ?le 43 and a guard register ?le 44 holding the 
architecturally correct values of the guards Which are sup 
plied With instructions to either the data unit 33 or address 
unit 34 or general unit 35. The guard register ?le 44 is 
systematically updated by both the data unit and the address 
unit. Similarly the address unit 34 includes tWo execution 
pipelines 50 and 51 for executing instructions in slot 0 or slot 
1 of the address unit. The unit also includes a common 
pointer register ?le 52. Instructions are fed to the tWo 
pipelines 50 and 51 from a common instruction dispatch 
queue 54. The general unit 35 includes a pipelined execution 
unit Which may derive instructions from the instruction 
dispatch queue 54 and may be used for generating branch 
addresses for instruction fetches. The data unit 33 is used for 
executing arithmetic operations and includes add and mul 
tiply and accumulate circuitry. The address unit 34 is used 
for executing memory access instructions and includes some 
arithmetic circuitry. Similarly the general unit 35 includes 
some arithmetic circuitry. The supply of instructions to slot 
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0 or slot 1 of the data unit 33 and address unit 34 is 
controlled by the control unit 32. This unit is operable to 
generate an instruction fetch address determined by a pro 
gram count (PC). This is supplied on line 60 through the 
program memory controller 31 to address the program 
memory (PM) 30. In this case a 16 byte (128 bit) line is 
fetched from the memory 30 in each fetch operation. This 
may include instructions in three different modes as Will be 
described beloW. The fetched line is supplied through the 
memory controller 31 into the control unit 32 from line 61. 
The instructions in the program memory may be arranged in 
GP16 mode in Which case each instruction is 16 bits long. 
Alternatively GP32 mode may be used in Which each 
instruction is 32 bits long. VLIW instruction mode is also 
available in Which case four 32 bit long instructions are 
incorporated in the single fetch operation. The control unit 
32 receives the instruction line from the memory 30 and 
supplies micro instructions to the instruction dispatch 
queues 42 or 54 of the data unit 33 or address unit 34. The 
manner in Which the control unit generates the microinstruc 
tions from the instruction line received via connection 61 
Will be described With reference to FIG. 4. Generally, the 
control unit 32 has a program fetch align unit 70 Which 
determines Which instructions in slots S0-S3 of the fetched 
line from memory 30 are to be aligned for simultaneous 
dispatch to the data or address unit. These instructions 
forming a single line for dispatch are decoded by decode 
circuitry 71 and after a dependency check on those instruc 
tions by circuitry 72 microinstructions are generated in a 
dispatch unit 73 connected to the inputs to the data unit 33 
and address unit 34. 

[0026] When the OCE 13 is not in use, the control unit 32 
Will fetch instructions from the program memory 30 in 
accordance With a program count determined by the control 
unit 32. The instructions Will be fed sequentially into the 
execution pipelines of the data unit 33 and address unit 34. 
Those instructions Will include guard values Which Will be 
resolved Within the pipelines of the data unit 33. It Will be 
understood that if the guard value is resolved as false, then 
the instruction Will not be executed although it has entered 
the pipeline. Once circuitry 73 has dispatched an instruction 
into one of the execution pipelines the instructions Will 
proceed through the remaining stage of the pipeline even 
though the resolution of the guard value may cause the 
execution unit to treat the instruction as a non-operation 
NOP. The execution of instructions in the normal manner 
may require accesses for load or store into the data memory 
38 and this can be carried out through the data memory 
controller 37 Which includes a plurality of queues for load or 
store operations. In some cases the address and/or data for 
storing may be supplied to the data memory controller 37 
before resolution of the guard values so that the ?nal 
memory access may be dependent on supply of the resolved 
guard value to the data memory controller 37. Data Which is 
to be loaded from the data memory 38 may be fed to load 
data queues in the data memory interface 36 prior to loading 
into registers of the data unit 33 or address unit 34 dependent 
on the resolved guard value. 

[0027] The emulator 13 is required to provide a trace or 
pro?le of program counts used in both linear and jump 
program sequences. It may be required to set up a number 
of hardWare break points such as program count Watch 
points, data Watch points or register Watch points. It may 
also set up softWare break points and provide a data trace or 
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pro?le. It may also cause program stall and step-by-step 
execution and provide a time stamp facility. 

[0028] In order to provide a trace of all the program count 
values of instructions Which are fetched, it is necessary to 
distinguish betWeen those instructions Which are received by 
the control unit 32 and those Which are executed after 
resolution of the guard values. It Will be appreciated that the 
program fetch operation can be considered as speculative as 
it is not knoWn at that time Whether the guard value Will be 
resolved in such a Way that the instruction Will be executed 
Within the pipeline. If the guard value resolution causes the 
instruction to be executed then the instruction is herein 
referred to as “committed”. The emulator 13 needs to be able 
to recover the program count of all instructions that enter the 
pipeline as Well as the associated guard value and other 
information so as to reconstruct program count trace for all 
committed instructions. To do this, the emulator 13 must 
snoop all program fetch operations as shoWn in FIG. 3. The 
emulator 13 is connected to hook circuitry 80 Which snoops 
the fetch address on line 60 supplied to the program memory 
controller 31 from the control unit 32. If the emulator 13 
requires a Watch on a fetch address supplied on line 60 then 
it causes the hook circuit 80 to add diagnostic ?ags to the 
instruction line supplied on line 61. As already explained, 
the instruction line fetched from memory 30 is 128 bits but 
the hook circuit 80 adds an additional 8 bits in the form of 
diagnostic ?ags to indicate to the control unit 32 hoW the 
program line Which has been fetched is to be handled in the 
generation of microinstructions Within the control unit 32 
and What interaction With the OCE 13 is required. 

[0029] FIG. 4 illustrates one fetched line 90 from the 
program memory having four slots—slot O-slot 3 each of 32 
bits. When the processor is operating in VLIW mode, this 
line includes four 32 bit instructions Which Will be fed to the 
processor simultaneously. In the case of GP16 mode, the line 
Will include tWo instructions in each slot Whereas in GP32 
mode one instruction Will be located in each slot. Although 
multiple instructions are included in the slots of line 90, in 
GP16 and GP32 mode only tWo instructions are aligned and 
used to generate microinstructions for feeding simulta 
neously into the execution pipelines. It is only in the case of 
VLIW instructions that instructions from all four slots are 
aligned and supplied simultaneously to the execution units. 
In that case tWo instructions Will be supplied to the tWo 
pipelines of the data unit and tWo instructions Will be 
supplied to the pipelines of the address unit. The format of 
each Data Unit microinstruction is illustrated at 91 and 92 in 
FIG. 4. Each of these microinstructions is of similar format 
and has a plurality of ?elds some of Which indicate the 
Opcode of the instruction and some indicate source and 
destination registers for values used in execution of the 
instruction. To handle the guard values With each instruction, 
each of these microinstructions has tWo separate guard value 
?elds. Field 93 is provided for a guard value associated With 
a load store operation and ?eld 94 has a guard indicator for 
the arithmetic operation of the data unit. The provision of the 
diagnostic ?ags added as an additional 8 bits to the signal on 
line 61 fed to the control unit 32 Will cause the microin 
struction generation to include four OCE bits in ?eld 95. 
These OCE bits are used to effect control required by the 
emulator 13 and may include the supply of various values to 
the OCE 13 and can be used to cause inversion of a guard 
value for any instruction Which is guarded on a false guard. 
Falsely guarded instructions can be committed if the guard 
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value is read as false and consequently inversion is needed 
for selected instructions controlled by the emulator 13. In the 
event of a VLIW instruction being fetched When the emu 
lator 13 Wishes to carry out a Watch, the guard values for 
each of the four instructions in line 90 are supplied to the 
microinstructions for the data unit although of course tWo of 
the instructions Will be executed by the pipelines Within the 
address unit. This is illustrated in FIG. 4 Where the guard 
value from slot 0 is fed to ?eld 93 of the microinstruction 
used for slot 0 of the data unit 33. The guard value of slot 
1 of line 90 is fed to ?eld 93 of the microinstruction supplied 
to slot 1 of the data unit 33. The guard value of slot 2 of line 
90 is fed to ?eld 94 of the microinstruction fed to slot 0 of 
the data unit 33. The guard value of slot 3 of line 90 is 
supplied to ?eld 94 of the microinstruction supplied to slot 
1 of the data unit 33. In this Way, all four guard values are 
supplied to the data unit Where the guard value can be 
resolved by reference of the guard indicators to the master 
guard register ?le 44 in the guard unit. This is done by 
circuitry 96 Within each execution unit of the data unit 33 so 
as to provide a commit output signal 97 in the event of the 
guard indicator being resolved as a true guard value thereby 
requiring execution of the instruction, the commit output 97 
has the value 1. For a guard resolved as false, the commit 
output Would be Zero. 

[0030] In operation of the emulator 13, it may carry out 
various Watches on events occurring Within the processor. 
This is illustrated in FIG. 5 in Which the emulator 13 is 
shoWn as carrying out a program count Watch 100 on 
instructions fetched from the program memory and supplied 
to the control unit 32. It may also Watch data accesses (load 
or store) betWeen the core and the data memory via the data 
memory controller. This is shoWn in FIG. 5 as a data/register 
Watch 81 Which may Watch addresses used for data memory 
accesses in the local data memory or errors in a system 
memory as shoWn in FIG. 8. The data/register Watch of 
FIG. 5 is carried out by a data memory hook 81 as shoWn 
in FIG. 2. Indications of the program count Which has been 
Watched are supplied by the control unit 32 on line 103 to a 
synchronisation unit 104. A commit signal of Zero or one is 
generated by the data unit 33 When the guard value has been 
resolved by the data unit thereby indicating Whether the 
instruction is executed or not. The commit signal is provided 
on line 106 to the synchronisation unit 104. Line 106 
corresponds to line 97 of FIG. 4. Similarly When a load or 
store operation is executed by the address unit 34 a signal is 
provided on line 107 to the synchronisation unit 104 to 
indicate if a load or store is sent or not sent to the memory 
controller 37. AWatch hit on particular addresses and/or data 
values is provided on line 108 to the synchronisation unit 
104. The synchronisation unit comprises a plurality of 
FIFO’s Which Will be described With reference to FIG. 6. 
The output of the synchronisation unit 104 is fed to a trigger 
unit 110 When the result of synchronisation requires a trigger 
operation by the emulator 13. It also supplies an output to a 
trace unit 111 in order to establish a required trace in the 
emulator 13. 

[0031] The mechanism used in the synchroniser 104 Will 
be explained With reference to FIG. 6. As instructions are 
fed through the pipeline of the control unit 32, instructions 
are output by the dispatch stage 73 Which supplies to a 
program count FIFO (?rst in ?rst out buffer) 120 an indi 
cation of the program count and an indication if the instruc 
tion is a load or store instruction. As the instruction passes 
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through the pipeline stages of the data unit 33 the guard 
value is resolved by hardware provided in the data unit for 
the normal execution of instructions in the data unit and is 
not additional hardWare for use solely by the debugging 
operation. In this example the resolution is shoWn as occur 
ring at stage e2 in the pipeline and the commit signal 
indicating Whether the guard value is resolved as true or 
false is supplied to a commit FIFO 121. When a load/store 
instruction is executed in the pipeline Within the address unit 
34 a signal is sent to a load store sent FIFO 122 to indicate 
Whether or not the load/store has been sent by the address 
unit to the data memory controller 37. FIFO 120 receives its 
signals on line 103 of FIG. 5. FIFO 121 receives its signals 
on line 106 of FIG. 5. FIFO 122 receives its signals on line 
107 in FIG. 5. Similarly, the data Watch 101 Watches an 
address or data value to detect hits on inputs to the data 
memory controller 37 from the data unit and the address 
unit. It provides outputs on lines 108 to the respective data 
unit FIFO 123 or address unit FIFO 124 to indicate Whether 
hits have been detected or not from the respective data or 
address units. Signals on line 108 of FIG. 5 supply hit or 
miss signals to the FIFOs 123 and 124. 

[0032] The timing of the synchronisation system 104 Will 
be explained With reference to FIG. 7. The cycles of 
operation of instruction fetches, execution pipelines and 
memory accesses are controlled by clock cycles With a clock 
signal as shoWn at 130 in FIG. 7. The Figure illustrates 
seven successive clock cycles and in this example the 
program count of the instruction dispatch by circuitry 73 
occurs in cycle 2 as shoWn in the program count line 131. 
The commit signal is sent out in cycle 4 as shoWn in line 
132. The load/store signal from the address unit is provided 
in cycle 5 as shoWn in line 133. The address comparison for 
the load store is carried out in cycle 7 as shoWn in line 134 
and in this example the data comparison is carried out in 
cycle 8 as shoWn in the data comparison line 135. It Will be 
appreciated that the signal-on line 131 Was fed into FIFO 
120. The signal on line 132 Was fed into FIFO 121. The 
signal on line 133 Was fed into FIFO 122. The signal on line 
134 Was fed into FIFO 124. The data signal from line 135 is 
fed into FIFO 123. Each of the FIFO’s 120, 121, 122, 123 
and 124 operate on synchronised clock cycles from the clock 
signal shoWn in FIG. 7. Each of the FIFO’s 120-124 is then 
read in clock cycle 9 as shoWn by lines 136, 137, 138, 139 
and 140 in FIG. 7. The result of reading each of those 
FIFO’s on the same clock cycle 9 Will indicate correlation 
betWeen a commit signal and any of the events Watched on 
lines 131-135. The emulator 13 can therefore through use of 
the synchronisation circuitry 104 establish the program 
count Which Was associated With a committed instruction 
and one Which gave rise to a Watched event by either the PC 
Watch 100 or data or register Watch 101. The synchronisa 
tion unit 104 may operate the trigger unit 110 or trace unit 
111 or both of these units in order to carry out the required 
debugging operation and provide the required trace or 
pro?le. 
[0033] In the example of FIG. 7 the data Watch Was 
carried out on a store operation for the contents of the data 
unit register. It Will hoWever be appreciated that store 
operations may be carried out on the contents of an address 
unit register and in that event, the address unit Will output the 
address and the data to be stored on the same cycle of 
operation. When the store operation relates to data held in a 
data unit register, the address unit Will output the address on 
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a different cycle from the data unit outputting the data Which 
is to be stored. For this reason separate FIFOs 123 and 124 
are provided for the data Watch unit. These FIFOs 123 and 
124 only store Whether there has been an address or data hit 
and they do not give the address or data itself. When hits are 
detected, the emulator 13 only needs to check FIFOs 123 
and 124 if the program count FIFO 120 has indicated that 
there is a load/store instruction and the FIFO 122 con?rms 
that the load/store has been sent by the address unit to the 
data memory controller 37. 

[0034] The emulator 13 may cause the control unit 32 to 
divert the next program fetch by responding to diagnostic 
?ags to cause deviation of the next program fetch address on 
line 60 so as to obtain instructions from a debug program 
memory rather than the normal program memory 30. 

[0035] It Will be understood that in the above example 
each of the FIFOs provides a buffer for holding entries as an 
ordered queue. Read and Write operation may occur on 
clocked cycles so as to take the oldest entry from the queue 
or to add a neWest entry to the queue. Each buffer may 
receive a read or Write command Which may be selectively 
activated in synchronism With a clock. Each FIFO has a full 
and empty signal generator either indicating that there is no 
further queue space or that the buffer is empty. Each of the 
units shoWn in FIG. 5 for providing signals to the synchro 
nisation buffers 104 may Write its data into its corresponding 
FIFO on any clock cycle When it has resolved the data that 
it Wishes to Write into the FIFO. It is hoWever important that 
each stage Write its successive data values into its respective 
FIFO in an ordered manner so that resynchronisation is 
effected by the emulator circuitry by reading out of the 
relevant FIFOs When all the data is ready so that the values 
read out all correspond to the same order position in the 
queues held by each FIFO. For example, When the instruc 
tion dispatch stage Writes program count values into FIFO 
120, a number of entries Will be made in FIFO 120 before 
the data unit is able to Write the ?rst commit value into the 
commit FIFO 121. For a feW cycles, the program count 
FIFO 120 Will progressively accumulate data While the 
commit FIFO 121 remains empty With its empty signal 
active. The emulator circuitry reads the empty signals as 
these indicate if there is any data. As soon as the commit 
FIFO is Written With its ?rst data the empty signal deacti 
vated and the emulator logic can read out of the PC FIFO 
120 and the commit FIFO 121 simultaneously. It thereby 
obtains the ?rst program count value and the ?rst commit 
value Which are resynchronised. The execution of instruc 
tions in the core of the processor 12 operates in an in-order 
manner so that the FIFOs shoWn in FIG. 6 alWays receive 
their data in order With respect to the program ?oW. The 
invention is not limited to the details of the foregoing 
example. 

1. A computer system for executing instructions having 
assigned guard indicators, Which system comprises instruc 
tion supply circuitry, at least one pipelined execution unit for 
receiving instructions from the supply circuitry together 
With at least one guard indicator selected from a set of guard 
indicators, said execution unit including a master guard 
value store containing master values for the guard indicators 
in said set of guard indicators, and circuitry for resolving the 
guard value of the or each guard indicator in the execution 
pipeline and providing a signal to indicate Whether the 
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pipeline is committed to the execution of the instruction, 
said system including an emulator having Watch circuitry for 
effecting a Watch on selected instructions supplied to the 
execution pipeline and synchronising circuitry for correlat 
ing resolution of the guard indicator of each selected instruc 
tion With a program count for that instruction. 

2. A computer system according to claim 1 in Which said 
Watch circuitry is arranged for Watching instruction fetch 
addresses supplied to a program memory and providing an 
indication that the instruction is selected prior to decoding 
the instruction. 

3. A computer system according to claim 1 in Which the 
emulator includes data Watch circuitry for providing an 
output signal to said synchronising circuitry to indicate 
detection of a selected data value output by the execution 
pipeline. 

4. A computer system according to preceding claim 1 in 
Which the emulator includes load/store detection circuitry to 
indicate execution of a load or store operation by said 
execution pipeline. 

5. A computer system according to claim 1 in Which the 
emulator includes memory access address Watch circuitry to 
indicate detection of a selected memory access address by 
said execution pipeline. 

6. A computer system according to claim 1 in Which said 
synchronising circuitry comprises a plurality of multivalue 
buffers each arranged to hold successive values in an ordered 
sequence. 

7. A computer system according to claim 6 in Which said 
buffers comprise a plurality of FIFOs. 

8. A computer system according to claim 7 in Which said 
FIFOs include at least one for the program count of selected 
instructions. 

9. A computer system according to claim 7 in Which said 
FIFOs include at least one for commit indicators after 
resolution of the guard values of instructions supplied to the 
execution pipeline. 

10. Acomputer system according to claim 7 in Which said 
FIFOs include at least one for indicating Whether load/store 
instructions have been executed in the execution unit. 

11. A computer system according to claim 7 in Which said 
FIFOs include at least one for indicating execution of a data 
memory access instruction Where the data and/or address 
provide the hit With a Watched value of the data and/or 
address. 
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12. A computer system according to claim 1 in Which a 
plurality of execution units are provided in parallel and a 
plurality of instructions are dispatched simultaneously to 
respective execution pipelines. 

13. Acomputer system according to claim 12 in Which all 
guard indicators of instructions dispatched simultaneously 
to a plurality of pipelines are supplied to one or more 
pipelines having access to said master guard value store 
When the Watching circuitry of said emulator has selected 
said instructions. 

14. A method of executing instructions in a computer 
system, said instructions having assigned guard indicators, 
and effecting a debugging Watch on execution of said 
instructions, Which method comprises supplying a plurality 
of instructions to at least one pipelined execution unit, 
resolving the guard value of each instruction in the execu 
tion unit to provide a commit signal if the instruction is 
executed, and effecting a debugging Watch by selecting 
instructions in an instruction fetch operation and providing 
a program count signal for said selected instructions, storing 
the program count in a sequential buffer, and storing in a 
further sequenced buffer commit signals derived from reso 
lution of the guard value in the execution pipeline thereby 
synchronising the program count With resolution of the 
guard value for the selected instruction. 

15. A method according to claim 14 in Which a plurality 
of other parameters are Watched by the debugging routine 
and detection of the parameters is stored in further buffers 
Which hold entries in an ordered sequence for synchronisa 
tion With the commit signals and program counts. 

16. A method according to claim 14 in Which the occur 
rence of events Which are Watched by the debugging routine 
are held in respective ?rst in ?rst out buffers. 

17. A method according to claim 12 in Which the debug 
ging routine provides a trace or pro?le of events related to 
the program count of a Watched instruction for Which a 
commit signal Was provided by the execution pipeline. 

18. A method according to claim 12 in Which a plurality 
of instructions are supplied simultaneously to a plurality of 
parallel execution pipelines the resolution of guard values 
for each of the instructions being effected during passage 
through the execution pipeline. 


